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med Riahi, the owner of a tra-
ditional pastry shop in Tunis’s 
medina, slices cake into small 
pieces, then fills boxes with 
ka’ak warqa and baklava. Be-

hind a display of Tunisian tradition-
al sweets, he chats with customers, 
inviting them to try the delicacies 
and bargaining the prices.

In the last days before Eid al-Fitr, 
pastry shops are always crowded 
with customers. Sweets vary by re-
gion and the Eid feast celebrates the 
richness of Tunisia’s culinary cul-
ture.

It also reveals the difficulties fac-
ing the pastry sector, which is strug-
gling to stay alive in the tough eco-
nomic climate.

“I have been working for years as 
part of the family business. Since 
I am originally from Nabeul, our 
shop is famous for my hometown’s 
sweets, such as jwajem. A lot of our 
customers come here just for that,” 
Riahi said.

For Riahi, pastries are not just a 
delicious treat to be enjoyed with 
coffee on Eid, but a crucial part of 
his family’s heritage that spans four 
generations.

“We have been doing this for gen-
erations and, even now, we continue 
the tradition as it is a part of who we 

are. We don’t want these culinary 
traditions to disappear. Even my 
wife today learnt the recipes for the 
traditional sweets that we offer at 
our shop,” Riahi said.

While Riahi said keeping his 
family traditions alive is a prior-
ity, Mohamed Zarrouk, manager 
at Tunisia’s famed Pâtisserie Mad-
ame Zarrouk and a member of the 
National Union Chamber of Pastry 
Shops, stressed that a pastry shop is 
not only a profitable business but a 
place to preserve culinary traditions 
and heritage.

“In the 1960’s Hamouda Haddad, 
the then head of the Office des Cé-
réales, was wondering how it would 
be possible to preserve traditions 
that are typically Tunisian. He de-
cided to start a training centre for 
traditional pastries and he appoint-
ed Madame Zarrouk as the head of 
the centre,” Zarrouk said.

“They had generations of people 
who trained in making traditional 
pastries. Tunisian bakeries were 
popular. People who trained there 
opened their own pastry shops and 
so did Madame Zarrouk. That is how 
the business started and bakeries 
spread in many Tunisian towns.”

Traditional pastries are made 
with dough sheets called malsouka 
baked with a special recipe. Zarrouk 
said the pastry shop committed to 
using the homemade recipe to pre-
serve the authenticity of sweets.

“We want to keep the traditional 
aspect of Tunisian pastries. The 
brik [dough] sheets are made the 
old way. You can see the difference 
between the original recipe and the 
new one,” Zarrouk said.

“This would be the goal as a mem-

ber of the National Union Chamber 
of Pastry Shops. We need to pro-
mote Tunisian pastries that reflect 
our culture. Even the decoration of 
the pastry boxes should display the 
influence of Tunisian culture.”

Yet amid the revival of tradition 
and the celebratory aspects of Eid 
al-Fitr, Zarrouk spoke of hardships 
facing the sector.

“The acquisition of the primary 

ingredients of good quality can be 
frustrating for shop owners. In the 
‘70s, butter was monopolised by 
certain companies and so was flour. 
Now things are better. For instance, 
in the past months there were issues 
with nuts and almonds,” Zarrouk 
said.

“With the wave of recent arrest of 
smugglers, the availability of prod-
ucts was affected but we are work-

ing on having this legally sorted. 
Smuggling these products is not 
good for the economy.”

Zarrouk and Riahi said they have 
noticed the effect of economic hard-
ships on consumers who limited 
their purchases due to rising prices.

“Over the past years people have 
had less [to spend] and people can-
not make pastries at home anymore 
because it is not profitable,” Zarrouk 
said.

Riahi said: “They do not buy as 
much as they used to because eve-
rything is getting more expensive.”

Tunisian bakers are modernising 
their industry while preserving tra-
dition, offering a variety of Tunisian 
sweets that are decorated in creative 
ways.

“There is the artistic side but that 
should not come at the expense of 
culinary taste. We are trying to revo-
lutionise pastries and the Tunisian 
culinary art. We have so many good 
dishes but no one is making use of 
them or decorating them to make 
them more popular.”

Despite the difficulties and issues, 
Zarrouk said Tunisian pastries ex-
emplify the richness of the country 
as well as its culinary history, which 
has elements of many different civi-
lisations.

“Our traditional pastries have 
many origins. Some pastries are 
Turkish. Other came from Andalu-
sia like ka’ak warqa and many were a 
creation of Tunisians. What matters 
the most is to keep this tradition,” 
Zarrouk said.

Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and 
Culture contributor to The Arab 
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.
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Tunisian bakers are 
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industry while 
preserving tradition.

Culinary tradition. A vendor displays traditional sweets in Tunis.                                                          
                                                                     (Reuters)
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Celebrating Eid al-Fitr, even if worries abound
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s the holy month of 
Ramadan drew to a 
close, Muslims around 
the world celebrated 
Eid al-Fitr, a festival 

marking the end of the month-long 
fast. In the Middle East, where a 
3-day holiday was observed, peo-
ple looked forward to enjoying the 
Eid, despite the crises, conflicts and 
economic strains facing the region.

Attending early morning prayers 
at the mosque on the first day of 
Eid, gathering with family for the 
Eid meal, enjoying food and sweets, 
exchanging visits and well wishes 
and visiting the graves of deceased 
relatives are common traditions in 
the Arab world.

In Iraq, the prospect of the Is-
lamic State’s defeat is a source of 
content, though apprehension of 
terror attacks during Eid festivities 
remains.

“We are used to welcoming Eid 
with joy and hope, despite the 
gloom in which we have been liv-

ing for years. My siblings and I have 
been preparing for Eid for the past 
ten days, buying new clothes and 
preparing sweets, especially the 
Kulleija, which is a deep-rooted tra-
dition in Iraq,” said university stu-
dent Meiss Ahmad.

Sami Abdallah, the father of 
three, is more cautious.

“I believe most Iraqi families will 
be vigilant. Terrorists make no dif-
ference between children, families 
or adults. We are all targets for them 
especially in such occasions but 
this will not stop me from meeting 
my kids’ wishes for Eid,” Abdallah 
said, hoping that the Islamic State 
and terror would be part of Iraq’s 
“painful past” come Eid next year.

For Egyptians, Eid is synony-
mous with new clothes, good food, 
outings, travel and even marriage. 
Nonetheless, inflation and hikes in 
commodity prices stopped millions 
from indulging in many traditions.

Some defied discouragement by 
resorting to second-hand clothing 
markets, sticking to the basics or re-
ducing amounts, especially when it 
came to food and special Eid cook-
ies.

“Clothes prices are very expen-

sive,” said housewife Fayza Salem. 
“They are almost double last year’s 
prices. The problem is that as com-
modity prices keep increasing, sala-
ries remain the same.”

Nonetheless, the feast was spe-
cial in Egypt, which is more politi-
cally stable this year despite eco-
nomic hardships.

The Nile River is a magnet for 
hundreds of thousands of people 
nationwide. Felucca rides out into 
the serene waters of the Nile and 
dancing to the tune of Arabic and 
pop music are among people’s fa-
vourite activities.

Street decorations and orna-
ments adorning shops and houses 
propagate a sense of joy and opti-
mism heralding the upcoming fes-
tivities in Amman. But for many 
Jordanians, the meaning of Eid 
entails much more than having fun 
and indulging in sweets and special 

food.
“Eid al-Fitr has always been a 

wonderful time to enjoy but we 
should not forget that there are 
thousands of Muslim refugees who 
are missing out on Eid in their own 
countries and I believe that we, as 
Jordanians, have a responsibility 
towards them,” said businessman 
Tareq Absi.

“As a family, we have been doing 
our part in helping Syrian families 
who have become our friends now 
and we thank God that we are able 
to bring some joy and smiles to 
their kids,” he added.

Visiting cemeteries to pray for 
deceased family members is a tra-
dition on the first day of Eid in 
Jordan. Absi said: “Eid should be 
for the living and for remembering 
the good memories of those who 
passed away.”

Emirati banker Nabila Abdulla 
said Eid is “the time to be grateful 
to God for the strength given for 
fasting with patience and disci-
pline, a time for forgiveness.”

“It is also a time for all families to 
get close and children to dress up. 
In the UAE and Gulf in particular, 
children visit their grandparents 

after the morning prayer to get 
their blessings and line up together 
in front of all parents, uncles and 
aunts for their ‘Eidia’ (a token sum 
of money as well as gifts),” Abdulla 
added.

Special entertainment pro-
grammes are organised for Eid, in-
cluding traditional dances and mu-
sic concerts by famous Arab artists 
and activities for children in malls 
and amusement parks.

Beirut’s normally traffic-jammed 
streets were almost deserted dur-
ing Eid, as many flocked to their na-
tive villages to celebrate with fam-
ily and friends. Others sought the 
freshness of mountain retreats or 
beach resorts.

Many concerts and festivals in 
Lebanon kicked off on the second 
day of the Eid holiday to celebrate 
the end of the fast and the begin-
ning of summer.

Samar Kadi, The Arab Weekly’s 
Travel and Society sections editor, 
compiled this report with contri-
butions from Amr Emam in Cairo, 
Roufan Nahas in Amman, Ou-
mayma Omar in Baghdad and N.P. 
Krishna Kumar in Dubai.

For Egyptians, Eid is 
synonymous with 
new clothes, good 
food, outings, travel 
and even marriage.

Moments of joy. Young Egyptians look up as balloons are released from the rooftop of a mosque at the end of prayers on the first day of Eid al-Fitr, in 2016.                         (AFP)


